
Pioneer Awards

The Awards Committee of the IEEE Group on Aero-
space and Electronic Systems has named Robert J. Dippy
as recipient of the Pioneer Award for 1966 and has
named Otto Scheller for a posthumous Pioneer Award.
The award to Mr. Dippy recognizes his pioneering con-

tributions to the conception and to the realization of the
earliest hyperbolic radio navigation system put into oper-
ation. Mr. Dippy's "Gee" system not only rendered
yeoman service in the defense of England in World War
II, but was also essentially the progenitor of pulsed hyper-
bolic radio navigation systems developed subsequently,
both for military and civil aviation and marine use. Not-
able among these is standard Loran (Loran A), to the
early development of which Mr. Dippy also contributed.
The posthumous award to Otto Scheller recognizes a

conception that is outstanding for its simplicity, its wide
applicability, and quite remarkably for its early date

(1907). This is the principle of the radio range formed by
overlapping directional radiation patterns and aurally
identified equisignal courses.
The two G-AES Pioneer Awards for 1966 illustrate the

truism that science and invention know no national
boundaries. Mr. Dippy is an Englishman now resident in
South Australia; Mr. Scheller was a German worker in
the early days of radio. In both cases, the practical appli-
cations of their conceptions are, by now, so widespread
and "old hat" that most people, even those in our special-
ized field, do not know who the responsible pioneers were.
To remedy such situations is one of the purposes of the
annual G-AES Pioneer Awards.

Details on the life and work of Dippy and Scheller are
given in the biographical-historical sketches on the next
pages.
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of scientists to expose themselves to the toxic hazards in-
volved in making scientific observations under the envi-
ronmental conditions.

Mr. Dippy and myself, fortuitously located antipodally,
and being dedicated scientists ready to investigate natural
phenomena at any personal risk or inconvenience, make
an ideal team to research and settle the matter of the
Parkinson effect. After protracted personal observations
and computerized data analyses, we intend to publish our
findings in a joint paper: "Report on the Manhattan (or
Martini) District Project", to appear in the TRANSACTIONS
OF THE IEEE GROUP ON GEOSOCIAL ELECTRONICS
(G-GSE). In the name of science, all IEEE members who
contemplate giving cocktail parties are urged to invite one
or the other or us (depending on the shortest great-circle
travel route) to attend with our special test instrumenta-
tion.
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Otto Scheller:
The Radio Range Principle

ROBERT L. COLIN, ITT Federal Laboratories Nutley N. J.

The following article is a reprint, by permission, of the
paper "Otto Scheller and the Invention and Applications
of the Radio-Range Principle," by Robert I. Colin, pub-
lished originally in ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATION, vol. 40,
no. 3, pp. 359-368, Copyright 1965 by International Tele-
phone and Telegraph Corporation.

Otto Scheller, born in 1876 in Germany, was a pioneer
in aeronautic navigational electronics long before there
was such a thing as aeronautic navigational electronics.
The explanation of that paradoxical statement is a story
overdue to be told.
Among the tens of thousands of patents issued all over

the world in any one year, only a few, if any, represent
contributions of the highest order in respect to novelty
and usefulness. As a further generality, one is on quite
safe ground in estimating that the originality and technical
value of a patent is in inverse proportion to the bulk of
the patent document. A very long patent with complex
diagrams and with text that is difficult to translate into

plain English by one not versed in patent language is apt
to consist of minor embroidery or improvement on old
ideas. The inventor and his patent attorney are trying to

wring every possible claim out of something that just gets
by the legal definition of what is patentable. On the other
hand, a truly great and novel idea is apt to be describable
in brief and clear text and simple diagrams.

Otto Scheller and his first-rank contributions to the art

of radio navigation could serve as a classic example of
the (perhaps risky!) generalities mentioned above. The
story illustrates another aspect that may characterize a

great invention or discovery. That is, a major invention
may go unrecognized initially because it was made far in
advance of its time. The legal patent validity may expire
before the idea is put to practical application, and by that
time the world may have forgotten who the inventor was.
It is an object of this article to draw attention to that
lapse in the case of Otto Scheller and his original concep-
tion of the radio-range principle, a basic principle that
has found extensive application to radio navigation sys-
tems from 1930 to the present time.
The principle in question is that of delineating one or

more fixed paths in space for the nonvisual guidance of
vehicles by radio means, by the following technique. A
simple on-course equisignal indication is created by suit-
able modulation of two or more antenna arrays that pro-
duce radiation lobes intersecting along the desired course
direction. This principle will be recognized as exactly that
of the four-course radio range, the first systematic air
naviation aid installed on a wide scale; it is a basic prin-
ciple of later variants such as the visual-aural range, the
localizer and glide-slope portions of instrument landing
systems, and Sonne or Consol. It is also a principle that
has been extensively applied to radio compasses, direction
finders, and radar.

Otto Scheller presented his idea to the world in 1907.
That was only a short time after the birth of the airplane;
for that matter, it was not long after the birth of wireless.
Commercial air transport was then a thing of the future
(around the 1920's); hence the need for air navigation
aids, and the practical application of Scheller's idea to

fulfill that need, awaited the passage of many years. But
that time did come. Before discussing Scheller's inven-
tions, however, a brief biographical sketch follows [11.

Otto Scheller was born on June 6, 1876, in Blankenstein
in the province of Thuringia, Germany. His education in
mechanical and electrical engineering began in 1896 at

the Berlin Technische Hochschule. A well-known scien-
tist in early wireless, Professor Slaby, steered young
Scheller into the then-new field of radio. Radio became
Scheller's principal and intensive field of activity through-
out his life. He began his professional career as an engi-
neer with the Allgemeine Elektricitiits-Gesellschaft
(AEG), working on the design and construction of the
earliest commercial radio stations in Germany. He
traveled on behalf of AEG-Telefunken to Mexico and
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the United States to install a number of radio stations,
including some of the earliest successful radio stations for
the U. S. Navy, at Annapolis around 1902.

In 1906 Scheller became technical manager of the
Amalgamated Radio Telegraph Company of London.
Here he worked on the practical exploitation of Poulsen's
invention of an improved process to generate continuous-
wave radio oscillations by means of the electric arc.
At about that time the Poulsen patent rights were ac-

quired in Germany by the firm of C. Lorenz (presently
known as Standard Elektrik Lorenz, principal German
member of the International Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation).* Scheller joined the Lorenz organization,
remaining with it for the major part of his professional
career. At Lorenz, Scheller initially continued his work on
the Poulsen arc with W. Hahnemann, who later became
well known for his contributions to radio direction
finders and instrument landing systems. Scheller patented
an important technique for improving Poulsen arc opera-
tion, involving the operation of the arc in a hydrogen
atmosphere obtained by the use of alcohol.

In 1911 Scheller became technical manager of the radio
division of Lorenz. In that capacity for many years he
was prolific in important contributions ranging over the
whole field of radio. He worked in such areas as the
Goldschmidt mechanical high-frequency continuous-wave
generator, radio-frequency measurement techniques, an-
tenna design, electroacoustics, and even television.
Among Scheller's noteworthy accomplishments was his
engineering, after World War I, of the famous high-
power, low-frequency radio station known as the "Her-
zogstand," in the Bavarian mountains, in which twin
mountain peaks were utilized to support a 10,000-foot-
long antenna over a valley. Scheller was also responsible
for inspiring and guiding a future generation of engineers
who contributed greatly to the new art of radio and to the
commercial successes of Lorenz.

Scheller retired from the Lorenz organization in 1924
but continued his active interest and contributions to
radio. In his later years he developed a technical interest
in exploitation of wind power and obtained a number of
patents in that field. From 1907 to 1940 Scheller accumu-
lated over 110 patents, most of them in the field of radio.
When, after World War II, the United States took over
the sector of Berlin where Scheller lived, he was granted
the right of his home because of the services previously
rendered to the U. S. Navy. Scheller acquired the status
of a "grand old man of radio" in Germany, and died in
Berlin on April 14, 1948, at the age of 71.
Among Scheller's multitudinous patents are two, dating

* It is interesting to note that the acquisition of the same Poulsen arc patent
rights in the United States by C. F. Elwell in 1909 led to the founding in Palo Alto,
Calif., of the Federal Telegraph Company, ancestor of the present ITT Federal
Laboratories, which is the principal United States member of the International
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation. Another historic link between ITT Federal
Laboratories and Lorenz arose much later, around 1937, when the former became
a principal developer and manufacturer of instrument landing systems, an out-
growth of the Scheller invention to be described.

to 1907 and 1916, respectively, that represent outstanding
contributions to the art of radio navigation and are the
main subject of this article.
Reproduced herewith as Fig. 1 is the complete German

patent 201 496 issued to Otto Scheller on March 17, 1907.
A present-day engineer, studying that patent, might well
bear in mind the rudimentary state of the art of radio
and especially of the art of radio navigation at that time.
The patent consists of one small page of text and two
simple diagrams. On inspection, one quickly recognizes
not only the heart but even many of the details of the four-
course radio range as it exists today. A translation into
English of the text follows.

Wireless Course Indicator and Telegraph

In all prior systems of directed wireless telegraphy using inter-
ference effects among a plurality of transmitters, it has always been
the case that in no direction is a sharply pronounced line produced
that could be used by some distant mobile receiving station as a
position marker.

And yet, the production of such sharply determined lines, which
could be easily located even in poor weather or visibility, would be
very desirable for the marking off of ships' tracks.

This invention produces such lines in this manner: two direc-
tional transmitters of equal intensity and wavelength A'-A2 and
B'-B2 (Patent Fig. 1) are oriented at an angle to each other, and
transmit signals alternately.

If the angle is chosen properly, the line of equal intensity for
mobile stations is easy to recognize and is very sharp. Suppose, for
example, the transmitter A'-A2 sends out short dashes and the trans-
mitter B'-B2 sends out longer dashes, and specifically in a manner
such that always one or the other transmitter is radiating, then the
following effect results: A mobile receiving station that happens to
cross the line of equal intensity will detect in its telephone receiver a
steady sound; but as soon as the mobile receiver moves away even
slightly from the marked line, the telephone reception changes im-
mediately into separate signals of varying intensity. According to
whether the one or the other kind of signal is stronger, one can deter-
mine on which side of the marked line one happens to be located,
since one will know the general direction of the transmitting station.

Patent Fig. 2 represents the intensity diagram of two such trans-
mitters, from which one can directly read off the great difference in
intensity between the two transmissions that arises if the receiver is
not on the marked line.

By means of a fixed receiving station located on the line to be
marked, for example at the rear of the transmitting station, it is easy
to monitor the direction of the marked line constantly.

If it is not desired to have any rearward effect of the transmitters,
then one can, in place of the illustrated arrangement, set up trans-
mitters that have a single direction of radiation.

If one adjusts the intensity of one or both transmitters, one can
in this manner shift at will the direction of the equisignal (course
direction) line. By means of corresponding combinations of different
signals and different intensities, it is possible, moreover, with only
one transmitting station, to set up a plurality of sharply character-
ized course lines.

Patent Claims

1. Wireless course indicator and telegraph in which two trans-
mitters for directional telegraphy stand at an angle to each other,
for the purpose of producing a line of equal intensity from both
transmitters in common.

2. Wireless course indicator and telegraph, according to claim
1, in which the equisignal line may be shifted at will by adjusting
the intensity of one or both transmitters.

3. Wireless course indicator and telegraph, in which by means of
alternating variation in intensity of one or both transmitters, a
plurality of equisignal position lines may be established at the same
time.
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PATENTAMT.

PATENTSCHRIFT
- Nr 201496 --

KLASSE 65a. GRUPPE 62.

OTTO SCHELLER IN STEGLITZ.
Drahtloser Kursweiser und Telegraph.

Patentlert im Deutschen Reiche vom 17. Mirz 1907 ab.

Bei allen bisherigen Systemen gerichteter
drahtloser Telegraphie (LorCI Intrferenz%vir-
kung mit Hilfe mehrerer Sender tritt immer
der Fall emn, dat sicht in keiner Richtung

5 eine scharf atnsgespnochene Linie anshildet, die
sich fur eine feni beweghiche Empfanigsstatioi
als Nlarcke benutze licl3.

Soleiche -charf bestimneten Unieni festzit
leen, die auch bei tinsiclitigetin Wetter leiclt

o zu finden sind. ist aker fur die Ilarkier-ung
voii SchiffahrtsstraBen selir wisicschenswert.

Die rfiItiulneg legt solche Linien nun da-
durch fest, daf zwsei gerichtete Sender gicclier
Intensitat unid Wcllenlange 4 '-' aundl cI-B2

ts in einem Winkelkifeinander steifen und ab-
wnechscind Zeicien aussenden.

Ist der Winkel richtig gewidhlt, so ist die
Linie gleicher Intensitit fiir beivegliche Sta-
tocnen leicht zU erkerincni und sehr scharf.

2o Sendet z2 B. der Sender AI-4A kurze, der
Sender BRlB- langere Striche aus, und zsvar
so, dal imier der eine odcr andere Sender
strahlt, so wird man auf einer beweglichen
Station, swelche die Linie gleicher Icitensitit

2s kri-uzt, beim Telephoncmpf.ng ntir ein gleich-
mnafiges Gerausch nwahnehmen, das sich aber
sofort in einzelne Zeichen verschiedener In-
tensitat zerlegt, wenn man sic h etwnas von
der Markierungslinie entfernt. Je nachdem

3n nun die eine oier andere Art der Zeicfien
starker wird, kann nian gleichzeitig, do nion

im allgemeinen wiseen cird, in wefcier Rich-
tung man dic Sendistation zu suchen hat,
feststelhen, auf weI lier Seite der Mari;ierungs-

35 kinie man sich befindet.
In Fig. 2 ist das Intensitatsdiagramm zweier

soilchec Senifer dargestelit, aus welchem die
grooe Intensitatsdifferenz zwisclieri keiden

Sendern, die eintritt, venn man sich nicht
auf der markierten Linie befinelet, sofort ab- 40
zulcten ist.

Durcli ein feste Empfangsstation in der zu
markierenlen Linic, z. B. im Rolcken der
Sendestation, laSt sich die Richtlinie leicht
stondig koentrlllieen. 45

Ist eine Wirkukng der Sendestation nacli
rkckawrts nicht ersUnscht, so kann man an
Stelle der hier gczeiten AnorInun,g aiich
Sender nehmen, die nur eine Richtung bevor-
zugcn. 50

indert man die Intensitat einer oder beidec
Staticncti, so kann inan die Linie gleicher
Intensitat (Riclhtlinie) beliebig drehen. Durch
entsprechendte tcoilebination von verschiedenen
Zeichen uned serschiedener Intenstit ist es 55
firner mit ntir einer Statioin glecihzeitig m6g-
lich, mchrere scharf charakterisierte Linien
festzuldgen.

PAXTENT-ANSPROJCHE: 60
I. Drahtloser Kursweiser und Telegraph,

dadurch gekeennzeichnet, daB zwiei Sender
fuir gericlitete Telegraphie in eineni Winliel
zueinander stihen, zu dem Zwecke, eine
for beide Sender gemeinsame Linie gliiclier 65
Intensitat (Richtlinicf zu schaffen.

Drahtloser Kurssweiser und Telegraph
iiach Anspruch I, dadurch gekientizeikhnet.
dal duese Richtlinie durch Veranderung
der Intensitat eines oder beider Sender 7o
beliebig verlegt wnerden oann.

3. DrahtloSC7 Kursweiser und Telegrathi,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB durch ab-
wcchselnde Veranderung der Intensitat
eines oder beider Senoler neihrerc Riclit- 75

linien glecihzeitig festgelegt werden.

Fig. 2.

Zu der Parentschrift

N 201496.
P4OTOGR. iRUCK DER RFI( HSl)RUCKERFL

Fig. 1. Copy of German patent 201 496 issued on March 17, 1907, describing equisignal radio range.

The quoted text, which could not be improved on for
clarity, conciseness, perspicuity, and completeness, is a

classic. In discussing the potential use of his invention,
Scheller of course refers to navigation of marine vessels,
because in 1907 only science fiction could have entertained
the notion of thousands of great superswift commercial
airliners transporting passengers, mail, and freight be-
tween cities and across continents and oceans throughout
the world. The 1907 Scheller patent clearly and specifically
covers practically all of the basic features of the radio
ranges that are in operation today:

1) The fundamental principle of creating two intersect-
ing radiation patterns by arranging two directive antenna
arrays at an angle with respect to each other (a principle
applied also to instrument landing systems and other
systems).

2) The fundamental principle of exciting the two direc-
tional radiations in rapid alternation, supplied from a

common transmitter, so that the relative strengths of the
received signals could be compared (a principle applied
also to early types of instrument landing systems and to
Consol).

3) Keying the individual radiations with distinctive

Morse code dots and dashes for simple aural recognition
of the individual radiations at the receiving end.

4) So interlocking the keying cycle that along the on-

course line, where the lobes intersect and hence the two
alternately radiated signals have equal strength, the sig-
nals merge into a continuous tone. This is the familiar
aural equisignal indication.

5) Position of the vehicle to the left or the right of the
on-course line revealed in a simple aural manner by recog-

nition of the prevailing stronger dot or dash signals heard.
6) Possibility of shifting the four equisignal courses by

changing the relative amounts of power supplied alter-
nately to the two antenna arrays. This shifts the direction
along which the lobes intersect (a principle applied in pres-

ent radio range stations).
7) The possibility even of cyclically adjusting the power

to the two antenna arrays to establish a larger number of
available equisignal courses from one set of antenna ar-

rays. (This technique is not applied to four-course ranges,

but the idea uncannily foreshadows a technique used in
the Sonne or Consol system, a multicourse radio range

system developed by Lorenz during the second World
War.)
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8) Provision for continuous monitoring of the stability
of the on-course direction by setting up a receiver at a
fixed location nearby. (Monitoring is considered a sine
qua non in all ground-based radio navigation systems
today.)

It is also worthy to note that the diagram in Scheller's
1907 patent indicates antennas that are in the form of
vertical radiating elements. When the radio range was
reborn in the 1920's in the United States and equipments
were first installed along airways in the 1930's, huge loop
antennas were used. Later the loops were superseded by
vertical Adcock antennas, much as pictured in Scheller's
1907 diagram. Note also Scheller's remark that "If it is
not desired to have any rearward effect of the transmit-
ters, then one can, in place of the illustrated arrangement,
set up transmitters that have a single direction of radia-
ation." Such a principle is applied through the use of
special antenna elements (reflectors and directors) in
modern instrument landing systems and other systems,
where only one (but a sharp) course is required.

All in all, a modern-day engineer cannot help marvel-
ing at the clarity, brilliance, completeness-and also the
practicality and usefulness as subsequent history has
proved of Scheller's 1907 conception. Only two techni-
cal features of present-day four-course ranges are not
covered in the 1907 patent. One is the simultaneous voice
feature, but that is, strictly speaking, a communication
adjunct to the basic navigation function. The other fea-
ture is the facility for convenient alignment of the equi-
signal directions without need to move the antennas,
through introduction of a special means for coupling the
transmitter to the antennas. With respect to that feature,
however, Scheller also first showed the way in his patent
of 1916.
German patent 299 753 was issued on January 9, 1916

to Otto Scheller and assigned to C. Lorenz. In that patent,
the diagrams of which are herewith reproduced as Fig. 2,
Scheller supplies radio-frequency energy to the antennas
through an adjustable cross-coil inductive coupling ar-
rangement. The device is now referred to as a "goniom-
eter" or "radio goniometer" and has many applications
in radio navigation. (Scheller did not invent the goniom-
eter itself; that device had been proposed and used earlier
in connection with radio direction finders [2].)
An English translation of only the "Claims" portion of

Scheller's 1916 patent follows.

L. Wireless course indicator and telegraph with two directional
transmitters at an angle, so arranged that coupling coils are applied,
and these are alternately switched on and can be rotated with
respect to each other.

2. Modification of the course indicator according to Claim 1,
in such a manner that the two alternately switched coupling coils are
arranged to be rotatable in common.

3. Wireless course indicator and telegraph according to Claims
1 and 2, arranged in such a manner that the two coupling coils may
be rotated both with respect to each other as well as in common, to
the end that both the sharpness and the direction of the equisignal
courses may be adjusted.

Zu der Pgtu*rsehrift 299753

Fig. I1
A
A

0
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B

Fig, 2.
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Fig. 2. Drawings from German patent 299 753 issued on January 9,
1916 showing use of goniometer for coupling power to a pair of directive
antennas, and the resulting antenna radiation patterns.

The application of the goniometer to the radio-range
system, in exactly the way proposed by Scheller in 1916,
has been a feature of the existing four-course-range sys-
tem since its inception before 1927. It makes possible a
great practical convenience. Radio-range antennas are
permanently installed because of their considerable size
and spacing. Without moving the antennas, adjustment
of the goniometer enables the equisignal courses to be
aligned along operationally desired directions, or to be
aligned later if the airway pattern is to be changed after
initial installation of the station. Rotating the four courses
bodily by the 1916 goniometer technique of Scheller, plus
shifting the courses with respect to each other by the in-
tensity-variation technique as Scheller proposed in 1907,
together provide a great degree of flexibility in alignment
of the four courses. This flexibility is widely used, as a
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glance at present-day air navigation charts of four-course-
range airways in the United States will show.

Scheller also points out that the goniometer makes it
possible to alter the sensitivity or "sharpness" of the
equisignal indication, by shifting the point at which the
lobes intersect to regions at which the "slope," or azi-
muth-rate-of-change of signal strength, is most suitable.
These various possibilities foreshadow the techniques
used in instrument landing systems and in other systems
to adjust sensitivities, directions, minor lobes, et cetera.

It is understandable that Scheller's two basic patents
did not initially arouse much excitement, being far in
advance of their time. Ships did not have any pressing
need for radio navigation facilities and aviation was in an
early stage. However, some early tests of the Scheller
proposal of 1907 were made by Lorenz and by the
German Navy, and these demonstrated the practicality of
the principle [3]. In 1911 Professor Kiebitz, at first not
aware of Scheller's prior work, proposed a similar scheme.
Before and during the early part of the first World War,
experiments with the system were performed for marine
guidance but no operational installations were made [3 ],
[4]. Tests with airplanes in Germany first took place
toward the end of the first World War, since before that
time the German military appeared to show no interest
in the possibilities of radio navigation for aircraft. In
those tests, errors were found to be produced because of
directional effects of the receiving antenna on the airplane
[3 1. (That troublesome effect was the subject of consider-
able research effort in the United States, beginning in the
late 1920's, which were the early days of radio-range de-
velopment in that country [5 ].)

After the first World War there began the spectacular
rise in development of aviation, highlighted by headline-
making long-distance flights and by the crude beginning
of scheduled passenger and mail transport services. For
such services to operate on a systematic basis, all-weather
and all-visibility navigation aids were pressing needs.
Hence, and especially in the United States where intercity
distances are greater than in Europe, an intensive search
began for suitable radio navigation aids for aircraft.

Rotatable-loop direction finders had been known since
the early days of radio, and in fact were introduced for
ship and shore use even at the time of the first World War.
Experiments with the derivative airborne radio compass
had also been made, but not until about 1940 did a prac-
tical equipment for airborne use become perfected in the
form of the automatic radio direction finder [6 ]. Airborne
direction-finder devices are very useful for "homing"
flights and, together with the magnetic compass, are
usable also for position fixing. However, they indicate
bearings relative to the momentary direction of the fore-
and-aft axis of the airplane; hence they have the dis-
advantage that they do not establish fixed predetermined
geographical paths that a vehicle can follow [7 ]. Technol-
ogy had progressed sufficiently for the application of

Scheller's 1907 proposal, but it still lay buried in the
German patent office.
As sometimes happens, great new ideas can occur to

different people independently. In 1920 P. D. Lowell of
the United States Bureau of Standards conceived ideas
similar to those of Scheller. During 1921-1923 F. M.
Engel and F. W. Dunmore of the Bureau staff first con-
verted Lowell's suggestions to practice in work performed
on behalf of the United States Army Air Service [8 ]. The
work was then carried on for the Army Air Service by the
Signal Corps Aircraft Radio Laboratory at McCook
Field, Dayton, Ohio (predecessor of the present Wright-
Patterson Air Force complex). Engel, of the Bureau
staff, initiated that program of radio-range development.
It was then carried forward by W. H. Murphy and E. J.
Wolfe [9], [10]. Murphy reintroduced the idea of using a
goniometer exactly as proposed in Scheller's 1916 patent.
Development for the Air Service was advanced during
1924-1929 to the point of construction of operational
equipment by C. C. Shangraw [11,] [12].
During 1926-1934 the Bureau of Standards resumed its

work on the radio range, this time for the Aeronautics
Branch of the Department of Commerce (predecessor of
the Civil Aeronautics Administration and the Federal
Aviation Agency). Associated in these efforts were H.
Pratt, J. H. Dellinger, and H. Diamond. The Bureau in-
stalled its first operational radio ranges on civil airways
during 1926-1927, at College Park, Md., and Bellefonte,
Pa. [13]-417].
A culmination of all the early efforts on radio-range

development in the United States took place in 1927. In
June of that year Hegenberger and Maitland of the U. S.
Army made an epochal long-distance overwater flight.
They flew from San Francisco to Hawaii, a destination
that was not a huge continent but a small island 2400
miles distant in the middle of the ocean. Their perfect pin-
point navigation was made possible by the use of signals
from two terminal-point radio-range stations built and
installed for the purpose by C. C. Shangraw [18]. In
July and August of the same year, additional flights made
use of the same radio-range stations.
These successful demonstrations by the Army, together

with the success of the initial civil range installations, pro-
vided the impetus that ushered in an era of wide-scale in-
stallation of four-course radio ranges for both civil and
military use in the United States. This era began in the
early 1930's and reached its peak in 1949. The civil ranges
formed a system of city-to-city airways, which eventually
formed links in a country-wide system of continental air
routes. This was the first systematic radio navigation sys-
tem for aviation installed on a wide scale. It contributed
immeasurably to the emergence of instrument flying as a
regular and indispensable procedure by United States
civil airlines.
The radio-range system permitted flights in poor

weather conditions and at night over long distances, and it
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was an important factor in the spectacular development
of civil air transport in the United States between 1930
and 1950. The radio range (in contradistinction to air-
borne radio compasses and automatic direction finders)
was the first system permitting establishment of fixed geo-
graphical paths that aircraft could follow in a positive
and reliable manner. Because aircraft flying by radio-
range signals can be relied on to be on the assigned or re-
ported paths (within the accuracy of the system), the radio
ranges also made possible the beginning of systematic air-
traffic control. The utility of the radio-range system for
air navigation and traffic control was improved through
the installation of marker beacons at selected points along
airways. These markers permitted periodic position fixes
to be made, by producing a simple airborne indication as
the airplane passed directly overhead.

In 1949 a high-water mark of 390 operational civil radio
ranges in the United States, serving over 60 000 miles
(97 000 kilometers) of federal airways, was attained [19].
It has been estimated that more than 600 four-course
radio ranges have been installed all over the world. Since
about 1950, the United States medium-frequency aural
four-course radio ranges have been supplemented with or
replaced by more modern types of radio navigation aids,
such as the very-high-frequency omnidirectional range
(VOR), Tacan, and Vortac. These also establish fixed
tracks, but operate at very- or ultra-high frequencies that
provide certain propagation advantages; they present
indications visually on a meter and provide full 360-
degree selection of tracks [191.
Yet some 300 four-course radio ranges are still in

operation in the United States. Despite certain superiori-
ties of the more modern aids, the four-course range has a
unique advantage. That is, no special airborne receiver or
instrumentation is required. All that the airplane requires
is a simple communication receiver and headphones-the
minimum radio equipment that an airplane would carry
anyway. This feature endears the radio-range system
especially to operators of small aircraft, which are
equipped with the minimum of radio apparatus to save
weight, space, and expense. The existing four-course
ranges also provide an emergency navigation facility to
larger aircraft that carry modern radio equipments.
Scheller himself had drawn attention to the outstanding
feature of the aural radio range in the following words
published in 1929 [3].

The airplane carries no equipment that is difficult to service,
takes up a lot of space, weighs a great deal, and is expensive; all
heavy and complex equipment is exclusively at the beacon on solid
ground, which eases the problem of servicing and maintenance.
With respect to simplicity and operational reliability, the system
described should be far superior to all existing systems; airways that
are provided with this system should be flyable with safety even at
night and in fog and under all weather conditions.

The words quoted (in translation) have a ring that is
uncannily modern, being reminiscent of statements of
requirements and reports of evaluations that have been

issued in great numbers by committees and agencies con-
cerned with planning navigation aids.
The fruits of Scheller's 1907 idea are not limited to the

four-course range. In addition to airways navigation
facilities, aviation requires an all-weather landing or ap-
proach facility. Only two on-course paths are required,
one in azimuth and one in sloping elevation, but these
must have great sharpness. The idea occurred to workers
both at Lorenz and at the Bureau of Standards that the
Scheller principle of a cross-lobe equisignal radio path
might be used for instrument approach. Early experi-
ments were performed at the Bureau, at first using medium
frequencies as in the radio ranges. At Lorenz, Hahnemann
and Kramar proposed that the instrument landing system
(as it was later called) should operate at higher frequen-
cies, in the very-high-frequency range. This permits
greater course sharpness, smaller antenna size,l and has
several propagational advantages [4], [20], [21].
The Lorenz proposal led to development of equipment

and to 40 installations of the so-called "Lorenz System"
at airports throughout Europe by 1937. It also led to
development and installations by the British affiliate of
the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation,
Standard Telephones and Cables, of their system known
as "Standard Beam Approach," in England during the
second World War. In early instrument landing systems,
the feature of aural indication of the equisignal localizer
course was retained, much as in Scheller's 1907 patent.

In 1937, at the invitation of the Civil Aeronautics Ad-
ministration, a complete Lorenz system was brought to
Indianapolis, Ind., for demonstration and evaluation.
The Administration selected the basic principle of the
Lorenz system for further refinement and development in
the United States by the International Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation. With the addition of an equi-
signal-type glide-slope, a number of civil installations were
built for the Civil Aeronautics Administration and were
referred to initially as the "International Telephone Sys-
tem" or the "ITT Landing System." Mobile military
models, known as the SCS-5 1, were also built by ITT
Federal Laboratories and saw service throughout the
world during and after the second World War. The basic
features of those systems led to the present specifications
that were made international standards by the Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organization in 1949 [21].
There are over 200 civil installations of instrument

landing systems in the United States and approximately
500 military and civil installations in the world [19]. In
present systems the indications to the pilot are presented
visually on a cross-pointer meter. This meter is actuated
by simultaneous but distinctive audio-frequency modula-
tions imposed on the radio signals radiated by the ground
antennas. However, the crossed-lobe equisignal principle
first stated by Scheller in 1907 is still the basis of instru-
ment landing systems and has been applied to both the
localizer and the glide-slope portions of the system [21].
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Thus Scheller's 1907 principle continues to find great
application even to today's jet age.
Although the 1907 invention was far ahead of its time,

Scheller's life span permitted him to witness some mea-
sure of the great practical use made of it by aviation,
directly in the form of the radio range and indirectly in the
form of instrument landing systems and other systems.
After learning of the Hegenberger-Maitland flight in 1927,
Scheller published an article in 1929 on the radio range
[3]. In this, he recalled his early proposals of 1907 and
1916; he reviewed the earliest tests of the principle both in
Germany and by the Bureau of Standards; and he de-
scribed the striking use made of the system in the Hegen-
berger flight. Both Kiebitz in Germany and Lowell in the
United States learned, after their own work had started,
of the prior publications by SchelUer. For that reason
these men did not apply for patents on the radio range.

In the 1929 article, Scheller appraised the potentiality
of the radio-range principle in the words quoted earlier in
this paper. That appraisal, made in 1929, has been borne
out by the history of aeronautical navigation electronics
from 1930 to the present. Although the world at large may
not be generally aware of the fact, the familiar beeps
listened to by countless pilots along airways the world
over and the familiar cross-pointer needle watched by
pilots during instrument approaches, constitute aural and
visual testimonials to the brilliance, foresight, and prac-
tical applicability of the principle conceived by Otto
Scheller back in 1907.
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